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 Axle is the important part of the differential. The axle is a straight shaft that is fixed in location, 

it is combined with bearing or brushing use to mount rotating wheel or gears. The wheel or gear 

can be attached to it with a built in gearing or bushing. A bearing or brushing fits inside the 

center of the wheel and allow it to rotate without affecting the axle itself. The purpose of axle 

is to secure the wheels or gears to specific locations relative to other wheels or gear. The wheels 

would not remain fixed in position and the force and vehicle would make the wheel bend flat. 

In automobile two types of differential are used. Which are front axle and rear axle. The power 

developed by the engine is transferred to the wheels through clutch, gear box, universal joints, 

propeller shaft, final drive, differential and rear axles. 

 

 INTRODUCTION  

Rear axle transmits power from differential to the wheels so that vehicle may turn. Rear axle isn’t 

a single part but it consist two parts which are connected to the differential. These are shown in 

Fig. 1. all parts of rear axle is called half shaft. Outer end of the rear axle carries the wheel while 

inner end is connected by sun gear of the differential. In vehicles which employ rear wheel drive, 

which are driving wheels. However, In front wheel drive vehicles, front wheels are driving 

wheels. Rear axles and differential are completely enclosed in a housing to protected from dirt, 

dust, water and any accidently damage.[1].Differential section outlines the minor design, 

installation and performance requirement for the replacement of front axle assemblies, one by 

one to the steering system and the fitting of non-standard replacement wheels rims and tyre to 

front axle of commercial vehicles in excess 4.5 tonnes mass of Gross Vehicle. It’s cover for 

modifications required specially to change the power steering are original fitted, and also the 

actions required when modifications to other area affect the steering systems. In any car or four 

and six wheeler vehicles, steering is main part. Properly steering works are good and guides the 

vehicle to move in actual direction. Manually steering is connected to the front axel. On the front 

axle, wheels are mounted, and with the help of steering wheel, the driver can turn the vehicle in 

right, left or straight directions.[2]  

 



II. CUNSTRUCTION AND OPERATION  

Rear Axle A. 

This is most commonly used rear axle drive having a simple construction as shown in fig 1. The 

propeller shaft is provided with two universal joints and also a sliding joint. The spring is fixed 

rigidity in the middle, to the rear axle. The front end of the spring is fixed rigidity on the frame, 

while the rear end is supported in a shackle. The driving thrust is transmitted to the frame by 

the front half the springs. 

Due to the torque traction, the spring deflects. The up down movement of the rear axle induces. 

Variation in the length of propeller shafts which gets compensated by the slip joint. Consequence 

of the rear axle movement and deflection of the spring is, to alter the position of the final drive 

shafts also. This shafts is position may result in bending of the propeller shafts which is avoided 

by using a universal joint at the rear end of the propeller shaft.  

The Rear axle assembly includes in the differential assembly, the rear drive axles and the rear 

axle housing. Rear axle assemblies are subjected to heavy loads from the engine and road. They 

are ruggedly constructed and seldom fail. The most common rear end failures are axle bearing 

failures. A typical rear axle assembly is shown in fig 1.In a rear axle assembly, engine power 

enters the drive pinion gear from the drive shaft assembly and differential pinion yoke/flange. 

The drive pinion gear, which is in mesh with the ring gear, causes the ring gear to turn. The 

interaction of the ring and drive pinion gears turns the power flow at a 90 angle. The difference 

in the number of teeth on the ring and pinion gears causes a reduction gear ratio. This reduces 

turning speed, while increasing torque. Power from the ring gear flows through the differential 

case, spider gears, and side gears to the drive axles. The drive axles transfer power from the 

differential assembly to the rear wheels. The bearings and rear axle housing are key components 

of the rear axle assembly. They are designed to support and align the differential assembly and 

the drive axles. Notice that the bearings and axle housing are large, heavy-duty parts. This is to 

ensure they will stand up under hard usage. Seals and gaskets are also very important to the 

operation of the rear axle assembly. Seals are used at the differential pinion yoke/flange and at 

the outer drive axles. Gaskets are used at housing interfaces, such as between the differential 

cover and the housing, to provide a tight seal from the outside. Common type of rear axle 

assembly. Notice the relationship of the internal parts to the housing and to each other. Note 

that the rear axle housing and drive axle designs will be different, when the vehicle has 

independent rear suspension. Also, when the rear axle assembly is equipped with a limited-slip 

differential.[3] 



 

 


